EVIDENCE
There is such a thing as very strong
evidence that still lacks proof.
Sometimes "very promising" evidence.
There is also suggestive data and
implications that still lack strong evidence.
Metaparticles now has a good bit of each.

Early in the last century, experimental measures were undertaken to affirm
that in the formation of a hydrogen atom, its single electron begins orbiting
the proton-nucleus in a circle (above). Since the great Danish physicist Niels
Bohr was involved, the term Bohr Circle came into use.
The usual proving procedure was to direct radiation such as x-rays around the
hypothesized position of the circle. When an electron was encountered, the
contact was plotted at that position on a chart -- as a dot.
Detection procedures did indeed reveal the electron's presence at many points indicating the
Bohr Circle. Our research turned up "charts" that seemed to have missed the point of the
investigation altogether. But there were a number in which the dots were thick enough to
delineate the circular pathway taken in a large percent of the electron's orbital rotations.
The trouble was, about half or so of the dots missed the immediate vicinity of the circle, and
many also were scattered through the areas inside and outside it. Of particular note was that
the outmost and inmost dots occupied positions at the same maximal distance from the circle
itself.
Thus came about a long-lived "mystery of particle physics". How could the model of an
electron as a single spinning point account for such charting results? Authors of various books
current in the late seventies offered little or nothing in the way of speculative solutions. But in
one such volume its co-authors did prove bold enough to declare outright that the mystery was
"without an answer" and would obviously "always remain so".

What made the mystery? What solves it?
The best orbiting electron chart we were able
to obtain in research was the one in Fig. 9. It
had evidently originated at an East Coast
university. The number of particle positions
was literally countless. But this only added
to the mystery. Our metaparticle model at that
time was without a clue concerning the distance
between its poles; this chart showing a heavy
concentration along the Bohr Circle implied
an extremely short diameter, which would put
the poles almost in contact. And along with this
puzzler came the same sort of planned/random
sprinkling of dots at much greater distances on
both sides of the circle.

It was six years into the new century before something arose that put together the picture. I
happened to read somewhere, in regard to wave theory, that unlike other particles the
electron's "wave" behaves anomalously in regard to its amplitude: It never varies. Except in
cases of temporary interference, its radius remains the same -- while variations in frequency
occur as usual.
I'm sure every particle physicist knows of the above deviation, and probably has an
explanation for it; but I found only that one mention, which omitted an explanation. (Now that
we have an explanation of our own, we've stopped looking.)

THE REASON WHY AN ELECTRON'S AMPLITUDE STAYS THE SAME IS
BECAUSE IT IS NOT THE PROPERTY OF A WAVE.
The width of an electron's pathway, whether it is translating through space linearly or in orbit,
is set by the unchanging width of its double-spiral "track", made by the rotation of its two
poles. Length of the diameter between poles originally sets that amplitude, thereby playing an
initial role in determining the particle's individuality. The poles are permanently held apart by
attractive forces (possibly including the newly hypothesized "5th Force", inasmuch as
hyperphysical matter is involved in the invisible greater pole). What is presently called "spin
angular momentum" provides the balancing force.

SIMULATED RANDOM SAMPLING

These two charts, plus the other accompanying
graphics, are crucial in making our case for "strong
evidence" indicating metaparticle structure. That is
the reason for belaboring details in the graphs.
Apologies to professionals.

The red overlays link "outmost" plots on either
side of an electron's spiral, circling orbit. Only
these determine the particle's amplitude when
their "link-lines" are perpendicular to the
direction of orbital translation.

This hand-drawn section of an
electron's orbit is intended to
account for the superfluous
positions plotted in Figs 11a
and 11b. Many of the dots
establishing found positions of
the electron’s visible pole are
shown as being slightly off the
exact spiral; but pass-by
exterior forces cause this.

It is not that the electron is
diverted from the spiral
path; it's that the path's
minor deviations during
hundreds of circuits cannot
be shown on the chartings.
Such deviations do not
destroy the “double-spiral”.

...And a Good Bit of Other Evidence
Even though we know that our opinion in the matter of evaluating evidence may carry very
little weight with scientists, I will end now with the same confidence we felt beginning it.
Considering the Bohr Circle charts to be our "strongest" evidence, we have devoted most
space to that area of explanations. The factor of divergent balance as the maintainer of a
binary particle has, after years of my own opacity regarding Charles Bueker's computer
simulations, been confirmed in a rational, reciprocal manner: The hypothesis that a
metaparticle's existence depends on an unchanging though seemingly wavelike spirality has
been fortified. And from an alternate view, the fact that the electron's amplitude does not
significantly vary fits the evidence together.
In conclusion I will only note in brief some other pieces of evidence backing metaparticle
structure.
•

A contribution by the "double spiral" concept to the understanding of
wave/particle duality.

•

The likely possibility that the gyroscopic aspect of its primary, bipolar
rotation -- plus the precession found by science to occur in muons -- will
be found to be expressed in electrons as the 3-D spherical form of the
metaparticle. This is already the unrecognized solution to the mystery of
episodic disappearance of "spin orientation" in captive electrons.

•

Attendant on the 3-D phase of electrons is their necessity for rolling
over 720 degrees in order to recover their original, up-pointing position.
(Which a spinning top can do with only 360 degrees turnover.) The
solution was published on this site during its second edition.

Other instances of metaparticle structure discovered in the electron
will be printed in subsequent months. The immediate need is for
professional mathematical renditions.

Metaparticles Equations of Motion follow on next page
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